HOLLES
Giles Holles, 3rd Earl of Clare (1633–1689)
☞ John Holles, 4th Earl of Clare, 1st Duke of Newcastle upon Tyne (1662–1711sa), KG 1698 (Kneller) ⇒ 1690 Lady Margaret Cavendish (1661–1716) qv
☞ Lady Henrietta Cavendish Holles (1694–1755) (Lovic; Kneller; Wootton) ⇒ 1713 Edward Harley, 2nd Earl of Oxford (1689–1741) (C. de Costa; Dahl; Kneller
Mrs Pawling; Richard Zacche) qv
☞ Elizabeth Holles (–1725) ⇒ 1686 Sir Thomas Pelham, Lord Pelham of Laughton (c.1650–1712) qv